It is known that all resolution IV regular 2 n−m designs of run size N = 2 n−m where 5N/16 < n < N/2 must be projections of the maximal even design with N/2 factors and, therefore, are even designs. This paper derives a general and explicit relationship between the wordlength pattern of any even 2 n−m design and that of its complement in the maximal even design. Using these identities, we identify some (weak) minimum aberration 2 n−m designs of resolution IV and the structures of their complementary designs. Based on these results, several families of minimum aberration 2 n−m designs of resolution IV are constructed.
1. Introduction. Fractional factorial designs, especially those with twolevel factors, have a long history of successful use in scientific investigations and industrial experiments. A 2 −m th fraction of a 2 n factorial design, consisting of 2 n−m distinct combinations, is referred to as a 2 n−m fractional factorial design. Such a design is called regular if it can be constructed by using a defining relation. How to choose a good fractional factorial design is an important issue. Minimum aberration (MA), introduced by Fries and Hunter (1980) , has become the most popular criterion for selecting fractional factorial designs.
For a regular fractional factorial design D, each interaction that appears in the defining relation is called a defining word, and the resolution of the design is defined as the length of the shortest defining word. For each positive integer i, let A i (D) be the number of defining words of length i. Then, the resolution is equal to the smallest i such that The objective of this article is to establish an explicit complementary design theory for maximal even designs and to further investigate minimum aberration 2 n−m designs with 5N/16 < n < N/2. In Section 2, after introducing some technical tools, we derive combinatorial identities that relate the wordlength pattern of a 2 n−m even design and that of its complement in the maximal even design. These identities have explicit forms, so that the wordlength pattern of an even design can be readily calculated from that of its complement in the maximal even design. Using these results, we identify some weak minimum aberration designs of resolution IV and the structures of their complementary designs in Section 3. A lower bound on the minimum number of words of length four is derived in Section 4. Finally, several families of minimum aberration 2 n−m designs of resolution IV are constructed in Section 5.
2. Some technical tools and results. Let D be a 2 n−m regular fractional factorial design of resolution III or higher. Following the notation in Chen and Hedayat (1996) , the treatment combinations in D can be represented as row vectors as follows:
where B n is an (n − m) × n matrix of rank n − m over the finite field GF(2) and V n−m is the (n − m)-dimensional vector space over GF(2). The matrix B n is called the factor representation of D. Let k = n − m and N = 2 k . Then, each column of B n can be identified with a point of PG(k − 1, 2), where PG(k − 1, 2) is the projective geometry of dimension k − 1 over GF(2). So, a regular fractional factorial design as in (1) is determined by a set of n points of PG(k − 1, 2), say T = {a 1 , . . . , a n }. When n = N − 1, we obtain the saturated regular design of resolution III by choosing all the N − 1 points of PG(k − 1, 2). For n < N − 1, T can also be obtained by deleting N − 1 − n points from PG(k − 1, 2). Without loss of generality, we can represent the N − 1 points of PG(k − 1, 2) as
where T = {a n+1 , . . . , a N −1 } consists of the points in PG(k − 1, 2) \ T . Let D and D be the two fractional factorial designs corresponding to T and T , respectively. We call D the complementary design of D in the saturated regular design of resolution III.
In the above geometric representation, it can be shown that a maximal even design corresponds to the complement of a (k − 2)-dimensional projective geometry. Specifically, let F be a set of N/2 − 1 points that is itself a PG(k − 2, 2). Then, F gives the factor representation of a maximal even design, and F = {a, a + F } for any a ∈ F . We also point out that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points in F and those in a (k − 1)-dimensional Euclidean geometry over GF(2), an EG(k − 1, 2). If D is an even design, then, since it must be a projection of the maximal even design, its corresponding T can be considered as a subset of F . In this case, PG(k − 1, 2) in (2) can be further partitioned into three parts,
The vectors in the k-dimensional linear space generated by the rows of (3) can be displayed as an N × (N − 1) matrix
We call D the complementary design of D in the maximal even design, while D = D F ∪ D is its complement in the saturated regular design of resolution III. Note that D is also an even design and that both D and D are of resolution IV or higher.
As pointed out earlier, when n < N/2, D has more factors than D; therefore, in this case, the results of Chen and Hedayat (1996) and Tang and Wu (1996) do not help alleviate the complexity of identifying MA 2 n−m designs. On the other hand, when 5N/16 < n < N/2, since the MA designs must be even, in view of (4), one can construct D via D. Butler (2003) studied the relationship between the wordlength patterns of D and D in terms of the moments of their design matrices. However, no explicit identities linking these wordlength patterns are available.
Employing techniques of Chen and Cheng (1999) , we now derive explicit combinatorial identities that govern the relationship between the wordlength pattern of a regular 2 n−m even design D and that of its complement D in the maximal even design. Such identities play an important role in classifying (weak) MA designs in Section 3.
For any positive integer n, the Krawtchouk polynomial is defined by
As in Chen and Cheng (1999) , we define 
, where α k−1 (s) and γ k−1 (s) are defined in (5) and (6), respectively,
is the largest integer less than or equal to x.
By noting from (7) that
we have the following result.
Corollary 1. For 5N/16 < n < N/2, a regular 2 n−m design has minimum aberration if and only if it is even and its complementary design in the maximal even design has minimum aberration among all (N/2 − n)-factor even designs.
This result was also obtained in Butler (2003) by comparing the design moments.
In the following section, we will use the identities in (7) to further investigate the structures of (weak) minimum aberration designs of resolution IV. Xu and Cheng (2008) developed a general complementary design theory for doubling that can be applied to the case where n ≤ 5N/16. In this case, MA designs are projections of designs other than maximal even designs where, unlike the case 5N/16 < n < N/2 studied here, wordlength patterns of the complementary designs alone are no longer sufficient to characterize minimum aberration projections.
3. Weak minimum aberration 2 n−m designs of resolution IV. In this section, we focus on weak minimum aberration 2 n−m designs with 5N/16 < n < N/2. First, an explicit relationship between A 4 (D) and A 4 ( D) is derived.
From Theorem 1, we have
The following corollary results from simplification of (8).
Corollary 2. For each regular 2 n−m even design D,
From Corollary 2, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. For any regular 2 n−m even design D of resolution IV,
If the complementary design D in (4) has resolution at least VI, then D achieves the lower bound for A 4 (D) in Theorem 2, and is a weak minimum aberration design. Let M 6 (k) be the maximum number of factors that can be accommodated in an even fractional factorial design of resolution at least VI and run size N = 2 k . Then, for N/2 − M 6 (k) ≤ n ≤ N/2, the lower bound in (10) can be attained, and a weak minimum aberration design can be constructed as the complement of an even fractional factorial design of resolution at least VI in the maximal even design. There is no explicit formula for M 6 (k), but some upper bounds on M 6 (k) can be derived from coding theory.
It is well known that the concepts of fractional factorial designs, wordlength pattern, resolution and defining relation have their counterparts in the context of linear codes. See MacWilliams and Sloane (1977) for basic concepts in algebraic coding theory. Let the defining words of a fractional factorial
design be represented by binary row vectors. A regular 2 n−m fractional factorial design can be considered as an [n, n − m] linear code, which is the null space of the m × n matrix whose rows are the m independent defining words. Then, the defining relation of the design can be considered as its dual code, which is the [n, m] linear code generated by the m independent defining words. It follows, from the Varshamov lower bound in coding theory [Huffman and Pless (2003) , page 87], that M 6 (k) must satisfy the following inequality:
For example, M 6 (6) = 7, and, for k = 6, the maximum value of x satisfying inequality (11) Theorem 3. Let D * be a weak minimum aberration 2 n−m design and k = n − m. If k is odd and 2 k−1 − 2 (k−1)/2 − 1 ≤ n ≤ 2 k−1 , or k is even and
, the minimum number of words of length four, is
Proof. Here, we only consider the case of even k. The case of odd k can be handled similarly. Let k = 2r + 2 and n * = 2 r + 2
exists, the maximum resolution of an even 2 n * −(n * −k) design is at least VI. Therefore, the maximum resolution of a complementary design D in (4) is at least VI if the number of factors is greater than or equal to 2 k−1 − 2 (k−2)/2 − 2 [k/4] . Equation (12) follows from Corollary 2.
A weak minimum aberration design attaining (12) can be obtained by first constructing the even design with an extended BCH code as its defining relation, and then taking its complement in the maximal even design.
From Theorem 3, for k = 6, equality (12) holds if 26 ≤ n ≤ 32. Since M 6 (6) = 7, (12) also holds for n = 25. However, even if M 6 (k) can be determined, the cases 5N/16 < n < N/2 − M 6 (k) are not covered by Theorem 3. For k = 6, the maximum resolution of a complementary design D is IV when 20 < n < 25. For those n and k that are not covered by Theorem 3, we will derive in the next section a lower bound on the minimum number of words of length four by using MacWilliams identities and linear programming techniques. Before doing that, we first examine the structure of the complementary design D when D has minimum aberration.
Let T and T , respectively, be the factor representations of D and D in (4). A word of length four in the defining relation of D corresponds to a linearly dependent quadruple of points of T . From Corollary 2, A 4 (D) is minimized if and only if A 4 ( D) is minimized; that is, T must contain the minimum number of linearly dependent quadruples. Let M be an m-subset of PG(k − 1, 2). The rank of M , denoted as rank(M ), is defined as the maximum number of independent points of M . The following theorem indicates that, for a minimum aberration even design, the factor representation T of its complementary design must have maximum rank. Proof. Let M = {a 1 , . . . , a m }. If rank(M ) is less than k, say, rank(M ) = r < k [i.e., M ⊆ PG(r − 1, 2)], then PG(k − 1, 2) \ PG(r − 1, 2) is not empty. Let {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 } be a linearly dependent quadruple of points in M . Since a 1 = a 2 + a 3 + a 4 , rank(M \ {a 1 }) = r. Let a ∈ PG(k − 1, 2) \ PG(r − 1, 2) and M ′ = {a} ∪ M \ {a 1 }. Obviously, rank(M ′ ) = r + 1 > r = rank(M ), and the number of linearly dependent quadruples in M ′ is at least one less than that in M . This is a contradiction.
4.
A lower bound on the minimum number of words of length four. From Theorem 4, if a resolution IV even design D has minimum aberration, then its complementary design D must have the maximum rank. To study minimum aberration designs for 5N/16 < n < N/2 − M 6 (k), we assume that D and D have rank n − m.
As discussed in Section 3, a regular 2 n−m design D can be considered as an and {A ′ i (D)}, (13) for i = 0, . . . , n, where P i (j; n) is a Krawtchork polynomial. Karpovsky (1979) derived another version of MacWilliams identities,
where
and C i is a constant. For i = 4, C 4 = n(3n − 2). From (14), we have
Since D contains the vector 1 = (1, . . . , 1), we have
. For simplicity, let
by (16), we can express equation (15) as
In (14), C 2 = n; thus, we have
Also, it is not difficult to see that
Since A ′ 0 (D) = 1 and A 2 (D) = 0, the following equations result from replacing A ′ j (D) with (16) in (18) and (19), respectively:
x j = 2 n−m−1 − 1 and
Thus, we can formulate a linear programming (LP) problem for bounding the minimum of A 4 (D). The LP problem is to find a vector (x 1 , . . . , x [n/2] ) that minimizes
subject to the linear constraints (20). Based on the fact that the function f in (21) assumes its minimum at an extreme point [see Gass (1985) ], we derive the following theorem, whose proof can be found in the Appendix.
Similarly, a lower bound for A 4 ( D) is LB(N/2 − n, n − m). From Theorem 5 and Corollary 2, we have the following theorem Theorem 6. When 5N/16 < n < N/2 − M 6 (k), for any 2 n−m even design D of resolution IV,
As discussed in Section 3, for k = 6, Theorem 3 does not cover the cases 20 < n < 25. In these cases, lower bounds on A 4 (D) can be obtained from Theorem 6. Table 1 compares the lower bounds to the actual minimum values of A 4 .
We can see that the lower bounds are very tight. For k = 7, Theorem 3 covers the cases 55 ≤ n ≤ 64, and the lower bounds on A 4 (D) can be derived from Theorem 6 for 40 < n < 55. The following table compares those bounds to the actual minimum values of A 4 obtained from Block and Mee (2005) . 54  5181  5182  53  4795  4797  52  4431  4433  51  4089  4091  50  3766  3770  49  3463  3466  48  3179  3180  47  2912  2915  46  2662  2665  45  2428  2430  44  2210  2214  43  2007  2009  42  1818  1822  41  1643  1648 From Table 2 , it appears that the bound is consistently close to the actual minimum. The biggest gap occurs at n = 41.
In principle, the techniques developed in this section can be generalized to other wordlengths. However, the complexity of the associated linear programming problems may vary with respect to different lengths.
5. Complementary designs of some MA 2 n−m even designs. Chen and Hedayat (1996) showed that, in the general setting (2), the complement of an MA design in a regular saturated design of resolution III must have minimum rank. Thus, in general, the complementary designs of MA designs in regular saturated designs of resolution III have the same structure as long as they have the same number of factors, regardless of the run size. In contrast, we have shown in Section 3 that the complement of an MA even design of resolution IV in the maximal even design must have maxi-mum rank. A consequence is that such complementary designs have different structures when the run sizes are different even if they have the same number of factors. This makes the cataloging of complementary designs of MA even designs more difficult. However, for small numbers of factors, we can still derive the structures of the complementary designs of some MA even designs.
For n < N/2, as pointed out in Section 2, the points of T and T in (3) together can be considered to form a Euclidean geometry EG(k − 1, 2),
where n = N/2 − n is the number of factors of the complementary design determined by T , and b 1 , . . . , b n are the n points a n+N/2 , . . . , a N −1 in (3).
For n ≤ k, the factor representation T corresponds to an MA design if T is such that T = { n independent points of EG(k − 1, 2)}.
In other words, an even design whose complement in the maximal even design contains n independent columns has minimum aberration.
For n = k + 1, when n is even, the complementary design of an MA design is a 2 n−1 design of resolution n, and when n is odd, the complementary design of an MA design is a 2 n−1 design of resolution n − 1.
For n = k + 2, without loss of generality, let the k points {b 1 , . . . , b k } in (23) be independent points of EG(k − 1, 2), and k = 3m + r, where 0 ≤ r < 3. A factor representation T that corresponds to the complementary design of an MA design is
where, for r = 0, c and d are defined as
for r = 1,
for r = 2,
For n = k + 3, following the notation in Chen and Wu (1991) , let the defining relation of the complementary design of an MA design be
13
Let n = 7m + r, 0 ≤ r ≤ 6. These B i divide the n letters into seven approximately equal blocks.
For r = 0, 1,
For r = 2,
For r = 3,
For r = 4,
For r = 5,
B 4 = (3m + 1)(3m + 2) · · · 4m(7m + 4)(7m + 5).
For r = 6,
B 5 = (4m + 1)(4m + 2) · · · 5m(7m + 5)(7m + 6).
For example, the complementary design of the 2 8−2 design defined by I = 1237 = 345678 (k = 6) is an MA 2 24−18 design. Similarly, the complementary design of the 2 9−2 design defined by I = 123458 = 345679 (k = 7) is an MA 2 55−48 design.
APPENDIX: PROOFS
Note that, in (3), PG(k − 1, 2) is partitioned into three parts, one of which is itself a projective geometry. Such a partition also arises in the blocking of fractional factorial designs as studied in Chen and Cheng (1999) . A key result there is useful for proving Theorem 1. Following the notations in Chen and Cheng (1999) , let D B (2 n−m : 2 r ) be a 2 n−m design in 2 r blocks of size 2 n−m−r (r < n − m). Then, D B (2 n−m : 2 r ) can be viewed as a 2 (n+r)−(m+r) design, where the factors are divided into n treatment factors and r blocking factors. For a blocked design D B (2 n−m : 2 r ), let A i,0 (D B ) [resp., A i,1 (D B )] be the number of treatment defining words (resp., block defining words) containing i treatment letters. Since Chen and Cheng (1999) Chen and Cheng (1999) showed that, in general, A i,0 (D B ) can be written in terms of the split wordlength pattern of D R . The following result is Theorem 1 of Chen and Cheng (1999) . 
